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Abstract

The starting �ow down a step in an open channel is simulated using a vortex method�

A mixed Eulerian�Lagrangian scheme based on the vortex�in�cell algorithm and random walk

di�usion is used with a non�uniform mesh� The comparison of numerical and experimental

instantaneaous streamline plots show good agreement� especially for early stages of the �ow

development� It is also shown that� during intermediate stages of the �ow development and for

the range of Reynolds numbers investigated� the distance from the step to the reattachment

point of the main vorticity domain increases linearly with the dimensionless time� Again� good

agreement is obtained between experimental data and computed solutions�

� Introduction

The random vortex method �RVM�� proposed by Chorin ���� was initially developed as a grid�free�
full�Lagrangian method� In the RVM� the vorticity 	eld is discretized among N vortex elements in
which the vorticity is distributed according to a radially symmetric core function� The dynamics of
the vorticity 	eld is governed by the vorticity transport equation which is solved in two fractional
steps
 a convection step and a di�usion step� In the convection step� the velocity of every vortex
element is obtained from the vorticity 	eld while di�usion is simulated by performing random walk
movements on the vortex elements�
In full�Lagrangian schemes� the potential boundary condition of the �ow is implemented using

the image system of the vortex elements while the induced velocity 	eld is computed from the
Biot�Savart law� see for example� Ghoniem et al� ��� Ghoniem and Gagnon ���� and Gagnon et
al� ���� However� because of the O�N�� operation count of the Biot�Savart law� the computational
time can be relatively important�
On the other hand� Christiansen ��� presented a mixed Eulerian�Lagrangian vortex method

where the velocity induced by the vorticity 	eld on the Lagrangian vortex elements is obtained
from an Eulerian velocity 	eld� The vortex�in�cell �VIC� algorithm is used in the coupling of the
Eulerian approach and the Lagrangian scheme� This mixed Eulerian�Lagrangian scheme� with an
O�N�P logP � operation count �P being the number of points on the mesh�� is less computationally
intensive than the corresponding full�Lagrangian scheme and is more easily extendable to complex
geometries�
Using a mixed Eulerian�Lagrangian scheme� Smith and Stansby ���� simulated the impulsively

started �ow around a circular cylinder� The numerical results are compared with analytical so�
lutions for shorter times and with accurate Eulerian numerical simulations and experimental �ow
visualizations for longer times� The agreement is good when a su�ciently large number of vortex

���
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elements is introduced at every timestep� The number required increases as the Reynolds number
increases�
More recently� Stansby and Slaouti ��� presented converged simulations of vortex shedding from

a circular cylinder including the in�uence of blockage using the VIC algorithm and an overlapping
system of rectangular and polar meshes� Closer to the work of this paper� Gagnon and Huang
��� presented the results of two�dimensional simulations of �ows inside channels with and without
injection of a secondary �ow and for �ows at both low and high Reynolds numbers� A non�uniform
rectangular mesh was used in their Eulerian computations� Finally� Westermann ���� extended the
algorithm to boundary�	tted meshes with moving boundaries�
In many situations �uid �ows can be considered two�dimensional before the onset of three�

dimensional instabilities which occur at a time that depends on the Reynolds number� Such
situations allow for accurate numerical convergence checks of two�dimensional algorithms� The
laminar starting �ow down a step is a well de	ned unsteady �ow which can serve in a convergence
check of a two�dimensional numerical algorithm� While most backward�facing step �ows are stud�
ied experimentally in con	ned geometries and for the mean and stationary characteristics �see� for
example� the experimental works of de Brederode and Bradshaw ���� Denham and Patrick ���� Pitz
and Daily ����� Armaly et al� ���� Adams and Jonhston ���� Isomoto and Honami ���� and Hasan
������ Honji ���� studied the laminar starting �ow down an uncon	ned step� The experiment was
made by establishing a steady motion of a test�body inside a water tank whose width was very
large in comparison to the height of the step ���
������ The Reynolds number of the �ows �based
on the step height and the towing speed of the body� were less than ���� Aluminum�dust and
electrochemical methods were used as �ow visualization techniques� It was observed that the �ows
were fairly two�dimensional over the range of Reynolds numbers studied�
Honji�s experiments provide extensive data for the 	ne structure of the time�dependent �ow

down an uncon	ned step and thus constitutes an excellent test�case for the numerical algorithm�
Figure � presents the geometry simulated� with the �ow being from left to right� The dimensions
correspond and are in relation to the physical dimensions of the experimental work of Honji �����
The formulation of the problem and a brief description of the algorithm are presented in the

next section� followed by comparisons of numerical results with experimental results� Details on
the algorithm and more results are presented in Savoie et al� ����� A numerical convergence check
of the algorithm is also presented�

� Formulation

��� Formulation

The non�dimensional equations that govern viscous incompressible �ows are the continuity equation
and the Navier�Stokes equations� respectively


r � u � � ���

�u

�t
� �u � r� � �rp�

�

Re
r�

u ���

where u � �u� v� is the velocity vector �streamwise x and cross�stream y components� respectively��
p is the pressure� t is the time and Re is the Reynolds number de	ned as Re � �UH�� where the
reference velocity U is the uniform inlet velocity� H is the height of the step� � is the density and
� is the dynamic viscosity�
The boundary conditions for the geometry on Fig� � include the no�slip condition on the lower

upstream wall� the lower downstream wall and the vertical step wall� i�e� u � �u� v� � ��� ��� A
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uniform velocity U is imposed at the inlet section of the computational domain� while a zero cross�
stream velocity� i�e� v � �� is imposed at the oulet section� For the top boundary condition� a slip
wall is assumed for computational purposes� This implies not only that v � � but also that no
vorticity is to be generated on this wall� A discussion on the choice and the e�ects of the boundary
conditions is presented in Savoie et al� ����� Potential �ow is assumed as the initial condition of the
time�dependent simulations�
Using the de	nition of vorticity� in two dimensions�

� � jr � uj ���

the problem is transformed into vorticity variables� The result is the streamfunction�vorticity �����
relation


r�� � �� ���

and the two�dimensional vorticity transport equation


��

�t
� �u � r�� �

�

Re
r�� ���

The distribution of vorticity at time t is approximated by N point�wise singular vortex elements
of circulation �i


� �
NX
i��

�i��x � xi� ���

where xi is the position of vortex element i and ��x� is the Dirac delta function�

��� Transport of vorticity

The vorticity transport equation� Eq� �� is solved in two fractional steps �Chorin ����
 a convective
transport of vorticity and a di�usive transport of vorticity� respectively


��

�t
� �u � r�� � � ���

and
��

�t
�
�

Re
r�� ���

The convective transport of vorticity in Lagrangian form is governed by a simple 	rst order
ordinary di�erential equation where the vortex elements are convected in the velocity 	eld while
they preserve their individual circulation� On the other hand� di�usion is simulated stochastically
by performing random walk movements on the vortex elements �Chorin ���� Ghoniem and Sherman
������
The convection velocity of the vortex elements induced by the vorticity 	eld and the satisfaction

of the boundary conditions is obtained on a non�uniform mesh� as described in the following sub�
section�

��� Non�uniform Eulerian mesh

The �ow 	eld simulated is characterized by di�erent length scales as a function of the position� The
�ow near the walls are characterized by small structures inside the boundary layers� The shear layer
formed at the separation point of the �ow and the recirculation zone are also characterized by small
scale structures� Also� the �ow on the bottom wall at the inlet section is characterized by sharp
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gradients� Therefore� the mesh of the computational domain is re	ned in these areas� Elsewhere
in the computational domain� a coarser mesh may be used without a�ecting the accuracy of the
solution� while allowing for a more e�cient solution �Smith and Stansby ����� Gagnon and Huang
�����
The governing equations of the �uid �ow problem are transformed in the general coordinates


	 � 	�x� and 
 � 
�y� ��

and Eq� � transforms to


�

x��

���

�	�
�
�

y��

���

�
�
�

x��
x��

��

�	
�

y��
y��

��

�

� �� ����

Using an iterative technique� Eq� �� is solved for y on the transformed mesh by alloting the circu�
lation of the Lagrangian vortex elements between the four corner nodes of a cell as per the VIC
algorithm �Christiansen ����� The two components of velocity� u and v� are then computed at every
mesh point using the following expressions in the general coordinates system


u �
�

x�

��

�	
����

v � �
�

y�

��

�

����

In order to satisfy the constraints imposed by the presence of small scale structures� algebraic
transformations were chosen to ensure high mesh densities in the critical regions listed above�
In the y direction� two computational domains are used
 the �ow domain below the height of

the upstream horizontal wall and the �ow domain above the height of the upstream horizontal wall�
For the lower domain� the transformations are



s � �� �
�j

jstep
j � �� jstep ����

y � ymin � �ystep � ymin�

�
�

�
�
tanh�
s�y�

�ay

�
����

where
�y � tanh

���ay� ����

and where ay is the mesh density factor� Here� jstep � jmax�� where jmax is the total number of
mesh points in the cross�stream direction�
For the domain above the height of the upstream horizontal wall� the transformations are



n �
j � jstep

jmax � jstep
j � jstep � jmax ����

y � ystep � by�e
�ncy � �� ����

Here� by and cy are chosen to ensure that the mesh densities are equal above and below the position
of the upstream horizontal wall� Therefore�

ecy � �

ecy��jmax�jstep� � �
�

ymax � ystep
ystep � yjstep��

����
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and

by �
ymax � ystep
ecy � �

���

In this study� ymin � ��� ystep � � and ymax � �� The value of jmax ranged from ��� to ����
A similar transformation as the latter one was used in the streamwise �x� direction� For results

presented in this study� xmin � ���� xstep � � and xmax � �� while the value of imax ranged from
��� to �����

��� Vorticity generation on solid walls

On solid walls� the satisfaction of the potential boundary condition does not necessarily satisfy the
zero tangential velocity condition of the velocity vector� Circulation is thus generated at every
timestep� mimicking the creation of vorticity due to the action of viscosity on the boundaries
�Chorin ����� The circulation created at wall�point i to annihilate the slip velocity at this point is
obtained from the de	nition of circulation


�wall�i �

Z
uslip � ds ����

where point i is located in the middle of adjoining mesh points de	ning a boundary element� The
integral is performed on the boundary element of point i� up to the neighbouring mesh points� while
uslip is obtained from the average velocities of the mesh points de	ning the boundary element and
ds is the length of the boundary element� The circulation created for each boundary element� at
every timestep� is divided among Nnew elements according to the �minimum generation algorithm�
�Savoie et al� �����


Nnew � max

�
int

�
�wall�i
�opt

� ���

�
� nmin

�
����

where �opt is an optimum value of circulation of the vortex elements �Ghoniem and Gagnon �����
and nmin is a minimum number of vortex elements created on a boundary element at every timestep�
The circulation generated is divided equally among the newly created elements which are evenly
spaced along the length of the boundary element� The resulting �ow 	eld� consisting of the newly
created and the existing vortex elements� will evolve according to the vorticity transport equation�

� Results

Results presented in this paper were obtained with the parameter values �opt � ��
��� nmin � �

and a timestep of �t � ���� while a second�order modi	ed Euler method is used in the convection
of the vortex elements� The non�uniform mesh consisted of ��� mesh points in the streamwise
direction and ��� mesh points in the cross�stream direction with density factors ax � ay � ����
Speci	c individual in�uences of these parameters are discussed in Savoie et al� �����
The experimental images of Honji ���� were made at times of observation refering to the mid�

time of exposure �ranging from ��� to � seconds� since the start of the �ow� The instantaneous
numerical results refering to the instantaneous times of Honji are thus averaged over a few timesteps
of the simulations� mimicking a short time exposure of the physical �ow� This has the advantage of
having smoother numerical instantaneous streamline plots without changing their general shape�
In the very early development� the �ow separates from the upper corner of the step and the

reattachment point on the vertical wall moves down from the upper corner to the lower corner of the
step in a time of approximately ��� �Savoie et al� ������ When the reattachment point reaches the
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lower corner of the step� it moves downstream on the bottom wall� The length of the recirculation
zone increases linearly until the �ow reaches its stationary dimension� This behaviour was observed
on all test�cases� irrespective of the Reynolds numbers�
A comparison of instantaneous streamline plots of experimental visualizations for a �ow with a

Reynolds number of �� and the numerical visualizations for a �ow with Re � ��� is presented for
di�erent times on Fig� �� The global comparison is excellent and the dynamical behaviour of the
�ow is accurately simulated� At an early time �t � ������ the recirculation zone is formed of one
large vorticity domain� At an intermediate time �t � ������� the vorticity domain tends to separate
from the step� without actually separating� At later times �t � ������� the numerical recirculation
zone is formed of one vorticity domain� but with two center of rotations in comparison to the single
center in the experimental �ow� This di�erence can be attributed to a long time�exposure for the
experimental image in comparison to the very short �time�exposure� for the numerical results�
The �ow with a Reynolds number of ��� is characterized by the development of four vorticity

domains inside the recirculation zone� The numerical visualizations are compared on Fig� � to
the experimental visualizations for a Reynolds number of ���� At t � ����� the recirculation zone
is composed of one large coherent eddy forming the main vorticity domain� At t � ����� the
recirculation zone is composed of three vorticity domains� At later times� t � ����� the main
vorticity domain is detached considerably from the step and no de	nite structure is present near
the step wall�
An average streamline plot was computed by averaging the instantaneous numerical �ow 	elds

and is compared on Fig� � to the corresponding experimental visualization� The time�exposure
of the experimental �ow was �� seconds� with the time indicated refering to the middle of the
time�exposure with respect to the begining of the �ow �Honji ������ For this average �ow� the
recirculation zone is formed of one large vorticity domain�
Finally� the reattachment point as a function of time is presented on Fig� � where the hollow

symbols are for the experimental results of Honji ���� and the 	lled symbols depict the numerical
results for di�erent Reynolds numbers� In the latter case� the length of the recirculation zone was
inferred from the position of reattachment of the dividing streamline� For all cases� the evolution
of the reattachment point obtained from the numerical results is in very good agreement with the
experimental evolution� The linear increase in the position of the reattachment point is clearly seen
both from the experimental results and numerical results�

� Conclusion

Numerical simulations of the laminar starting �ow down a step were presented and compared to
experimental �ow visualizations� The numerical results have con	rmed that the �ow regime is
a strong function of the Reynolds number� most particularly for the structure of the separated
region� A more detailled discusion of the results and the in�uence of the numerical parameters are
presented in Savoie et al� �����
The starting �ow down an uncon	ned step has proven to be an important test for the mixed

Eulerian�Lagrangian scheme with non�uniform meshes used in this work� This study allows for
a better understanding of the fundamental modelling of �uid �ows� Furthermore� by performing
accurate unsteady simulations� insights on the dynamics of the �ow are obtained�
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Figure �
 Comparison of the experimental visualizations and the numerical visualizations of instan�
taneous streamline plots� Re � ���� Experimental images from Honji �����
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Figure �
 Comparison of the experimental visualizations and the numerical visualizations of instan�
taneous streamline plots� Re � ���� Experimental images from Honji �����
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